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A multiset M is a finite set consisting of several different kinds of elements, and an antichain 
F is a set of incomparable subsets of M. With P and _F denoting respectively the set of subsets 
which contain an element of F or are contained in an element of F, we find the best upper 
bound for min(lFI, IFI), thus generalizing a result of D.E. Daykin [9] for ordinary sets. 
Extremal antichains are partially characterized. 
1. Introduction and statement of results 
Let M denote a multiset, that is a set consisting of ks > 0 elements of type i, 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. We assume kn ~< k,_l  ~<" • • <~ kl. For example, M might be a set 
of Kn = k~ + kn-x +""  + kl billiard balls, ki of color i. S = S(k~, k~- l , . . . ,  kl) 
denotes the set of subsets of M. Thus, if we denote the subset of M consisting of 
x~ elements of type i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, by the vector (xn, x , _x , . . . ,  x0,  we may 
regard S as the set of all vectors x = (x,, x~-x , . . . ,  x~) with coordinates xi 
satisfying O ~< x/~< k/, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. We order the vectors of S lexicographically 
by defining x < y if x /< y/for the largest integer i for which x~ ~ y~. (If one wishes 
to index vectors in the usual way, he will have to use reverse lexicographic order 
at this point.) If ks = 1, and therefore all other k/ are 1, M is an ordinary 
n-element set. 
The number ~r[ = x~ + x~-a +.  -. + xl is the rank of x. If H is a subset of S., 
denotes the elements of H which are of rank i, and St is called the ith rank. It is 
useful to imagine S arrayed by writing its elements in rows and colmims from left 
to fight, top to bottom in increasing lexicographic order with ks vectors in a row 
and elements of the same rank in the same column. S(2, 2, 3) is exhibited in 
Table 1. 
A subset F of S is an antichain if no two of its elements are related by setwise 
inclusion. ~', the up-set of F, and F, the down-set of F, denote respectively the 
elements of S which contain an element of F or are contained in an element of F. 
In this paper we find a best possible upper bound for rnin(I/? 1, [FI) where F is 
an antichain. An equivalent result for ordinary sets was conjectured by Daykin 
and Frankl [10] and proved by Daykin [9], who also characterized the extremal 
sets. Although it is more difficult to describe the extremal sets in the multiset 
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Table 1 
S(2, 2, 3) 
Rank: 0 
000 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
001 
010 
100 
0O2 003 
011 012 013 
020 021 022 023 
101 102 103 
110 111 112 113 
120 121 122 
200 201 202 203 
210 211 212 
220 221 
123 
213 
222 223 
case, and we are unable to characterize them completely, our solution for the 
most part parallels Daykin's. 
For even K, there are no difficulties, but things are not simple if K, is odd. 
Then extremal sets are described in terms of an integer N = N(k,,  k.-a, • • . ,  kl) 
which we will define later. It turns out (see Lemmas 1 and 2) that N is the largest 
integer for which the first N vectors in S,,+1 have no more than Is.,I - N subsets in 
Sin, where m = ½(K, - 1). Inspection of Table 1 shows that N(2, 2, 3) = 3. We 
now state our generalization of Daykin's result [9; Theorem 2]. 
Theorem 1. Let F be an antichain of subsets of S(k,, k.-1, . . . , kx), where n 92.  
Then 
½(IsI + < K.% >) if g ,  is even, 
min(IPl, ]_Vl) t ½ Isl + N if is odd. 
(1) 
(2) 
Equality holds in (1) if F =SK.:2, and if 2ka <~ K,, equality, holds only if 
F = Sr./2. 
Equality holds in (2) if F = (~m+l(U))U (Sm\rq, m+dN)), where m = ½(K, - 
1), ~,,,+I(N) denotes the first N elements of Sin+x, and F~m+I(N) is the set of 
elements in S,,, which are contained in an element of ~m+l(N); if kl = 1 (ordinary 
sets), equality holds only if F=HtO (Sm\FH), where H is the set of all 
(m + 1)-subsets of M \ {d} for some d e M. 
Example 1. In S(2, 2, 3), F = {013, 022, 103, 111, 120, 201, 210} is an extremal 
antichain and min([/~[, I_FI) ~ ½36 + 3 for any antichain. 
In Section 2 an alternative formulation of Theorem 1 is given. The simple proof 
of Theorem 1 for even Kn appears in Section 3; the remainder of the paper deals with 
odd K,,. N is defined in Section 4 and several of its properties are developed. 
These properties and various corollaries of the generalized Macaulay theorem, 
which are collected in Section 5, allow us to show in Section 6 that O,.+I(N)tO 
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(Sm\rCI~m+l(N)) is an extremal set. In Section 7 the extent o which extremal sets 
are unique is discussed. 
Z. An equivalent heorem 
The following theorem is equivalent o Theorem 1. The special case cor- 
responding to ordinary sets (k~ = 1) is the formulation of the problem first posed 
by Daykin and Frankl [10]. 
Theorem 2. Let A and B denote any two subsets of S (n >>-2) for which x ~ y 
whenever x • A, y • B, and x ~ y. Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold when 
F, F and _F are replaced respectively by A O B, A, and B. 
If Theorem 2 holds and F = P N F is an antichain of elements of S with x • ~', 
y • _F and x 4: y, then x ~ zl and z2 ~ Y for some two elements zl, z2 of F. Then 
x c y would imply z2 D zt, contradicting that F is an antichain. Thus Theorem 2 
with A = ~', B = F and F = A n B becomes Theorem 1. 
Conversely, suppose Theorem 1 holds and let A, B be two subsets of S such 
that y :~x whenever x e A, y • B and x 6: y. It is no loss of generality to assume 
A O B = S, for if there were a z • S that could be added neither to A nor to B 
without upsetting the hypotheses, there would exist a y in B containing z and an x 
in A contained in z, whence y ~ x. 
F=AOB is an antichain since i f  x ,y•F ,  then x•A,  y•B  and y :~x;  
similarly x :~ y. 
Also PEA,  since there would otherwise be an element z•PN (B \A)  
(because A U B = S). Then for some x • F we would have z ~ x. But z • B \A  and 
x •A ,  so z~x and z ~p x. 
In fact, we may assume P = A. For if A \F  :/: ~ we can adjoin an x with minimal 
rank from A\ /~ to B getting B '  with IB'I > IBI. To show that A and B'  still satisfy 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2, we only need to check that this x contains no 
different element z of A. If it did, we would have x ~z  •A  and z would have to 
be in ~' since we would otherwise have Iz] < Ixl and z •A \ /~,  contradicting the 
minimality of ~rl. Thus for some Zl • F we have x ~ z -~ z~ and x •/~ contradicting 
x • A \ ~'. Similarly we may assume _F = B. 
Thus applying Theorem 1 with A and B in place of P and _F and A O B in place 
of F gives Theorem 2. We will henceforth concern ourselves only with Theorem 
1. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 for even K,, 
Let F be any antichain in S. If x • S \F  U _F, then F '  = F U (x} is an antichain 
and min(It l ,  It'l) min(It ' l ,  IF'I) so we may assume that t U f = S. Also note 
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that P n _F = F. Then 
IPl + I_FI--IP u _FI + n _FI--Isl + IFI ISl + < K.%2 >. (3) 
The inequality here follows from a theorem of DeBruijn et al. [12]. Thus (1) 
follows. Equality holds if F is the antichain Sr.~2 and, if 2kl ~ K,, it is known that 
equality holds only if F = Sr.r2 [4]. If 2kl > K,, extremal sets need not be unique. 
For example, in S(2, 6), each of the antichains {04, 13, 22}, {05, 13, 21} and 
{06, 13, 20} serves. If K, is odd, as we henceforth assume, the upper bound given 
by (3) is not sharp. 
4. Description of an extremai set for odd K. 
We will make frequent use of the generalized Macaulay theorem which is basic 
to the study of families of subsets of a multiset. It involves the shadow operator 
F. For x e S, the shadow of x, denoted Fx, is the set of all elements of S of rank 
Ixl - 1 which can be obtained by removing a single element of x: 
rx  = s n {(x, -1 ,  Xn_l, . . . , xl), 
(Xn ,  Xn-x  - -1 ,  . . . , Xa) ,  . . . , (Xn ,  Xn-1 ,  . . . , X l  - -1 )} .  
For any family H of subsets of M, i.e., any subset of S, the shadow of H is 
FH=[_J jEnI~.  The numbers ]Si(k., k , -1 , . . . ,  k l ) l ,  i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  K., where 
Kn = k. + k,-1 +" • • + kl are called Whitney numbers of the second kind [13; p. 
24]. We abbreviate them to (7)s or just (7) if k,, k , -1 , . . . ,  kl have been fixed. 
If kl = 1, (7) is the binomial coefficient (7). 
The first several elements of one of the ranks S~ is called an initial segment. 
Note that if H is an initial segment of Si, then its shadow is an initial segment of 
S~_1 [1; Lemma 3]; in fact, FH is the set of elements in S~_1 with row index not 
exceeding the row index of the last element of H. 
The generalized Macaulay theorem asserts imply that one m-element subset of 
a given rank having minimal shadow is the m-element initial segment: if 
O~i<-K . ,  O<~m <~ (7),  ~i(m) denotes the first m elements of rank i, and H is 
any m-element subset of the ith rank, then IFH] >-[FO~(m)[. For example 
(see Table 1), [F{112, 211}1=[{012, 102, 111, 201, 210}1=5~[F{013, 022}1= 
]{003,012, 021}l = 3. 
We now explain a procedure for calculating IF~t(m)[ in terms of the 
coefficients (7)s. Since Si(k., k . - l , . . . ,  kl) is just the set of ordered partitions of 
i with n non-negative parts, where part j does not exceed kj, it follows that 
[Si[ = (7) is the coefficient of x i in l-I,~=a (1 +x +x2+ --- +xk.). Then, with our 
n- -1  notation, the familiar equality ('/) = (" 71) + (~_ 1 ), except if n = i = 0, generalizes 
to 
j=0 j 
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Table 2. Coefficients for S(2, 2, 3) 
(0> (I> (2> (3) (4) (5) (6> (7> 
(o) 1 
(1) 1 1 1 1 
(2) 1 2 3 3 ' 2 1 
(3) 1 3 6 8 8 6 3 1 
If (o) is taken to be 1, this recurrence permits listing the coefficients (7-). For 
example, corresponding to S(2, 2, 3) we obtain Table 2 (compare with Table 1). 
In case k~ = 1, this array becomes the first n + 1 rows of Pascal's triangle. 
The famous Kruskal-Katona theorem for ordinary sets [15, 14] generalizes to 
multisets as follows [13, p. 70; 3]. 
Theorem.  Let kn <~ kn-1 <-""  <- k l ,  m, 1 be positive integers satisfying m <~ (7), 
and 1 <~ k~ + k~-i +" • " + kl = K~. Then there exist unique positive integers 
t, m(l), re ( l -  1) , . . . ,  m(t) such that 
(a) m = (rail) > "4- (m/(/_.ql)) .+ . . . . j r .  (m~t)), 
(b) m(l )>-m( l -1 )>~ ". .>~m(t) and (m~,)) >0,  
(c) the number of  terms in (a) with 'numerator' re(i) is <~km<i)+l (where kn+l is 
understood to be 1). 
Moreover, if Ia,  I - m,  then 
/m( l )~ (m~l--21)) /m( t )~= 
IrH, I I> \ l  - 1 /+ +""  + \ t  - 1/  I ra' , (m)l .  
We will henceforth abbreviate [Fehl(m)l to F/m. Our notation for the Whitney 
numbers is such that the/-representation of m, i.e., the right side of (a) above, is 
easily obtained. One takes re(l) to be the largest integer such that m 1> (ml0), 
then takes m(l -  1) to be the largest integer such that m ~> ( '1 O) + ("~1__-1~)), etc. 
until equality is obtained. For example (see Table 2), the 3-representation f 7 
corresponding to S(2, 2, 3) is (2) + (2) + (1). 
We now define the integer N involved in the description of certain extremal 
sets.  
Dellnltion. Given positive integers kn ~< k,-1 ~<--. ~< kl, where kn + k,-x + ' "  + 
k~ = K, is odd, let s be the largest integer such that ks is odd. Then we define 
n-s+sbo) /  / 
N(k, ,  k , - l ,  . . . , kl) = i~1 ~ n - i 
"= j=t(i) j ' 
where t ( i )  = [½Kn-~+l] and b(i) = ½(K,-i+l + 3 - 2[½k,_i÷1]). Since the 
coefficients in representations have 'denominators' in descending order, it is 
natural to have t(i) >>- b(i), as we do here. If k~ = 1, N is the ordinary binomial 
coefficient ,, - -  1 ((n- I)12)" 
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Example 2. (Compare with Example I.) N(2, 2, 3) = (42) + ( ~ ) + (°) + (0) = 
2 + I + 0 + 0 = 3, so, according to Theorem I, F = {013, 022, 103, 111, 120, 201, 
210} is an extremal set. (See Table 1.) Also note that ~(3 + I) = 5 I> F4(3) + 1 = 5 
and (]) = 8 = F4(3) + 1 + 3. These inequalities illustrate the next two lemmas, in 
which m = ½(K. - 1). 
Lemma 1. Fm+I(N + 1) t> Fm+I(N) + 1. 
Proof. If 1 < s ~< n the defining sum for N is exactly the (m + 1)-representation f 
N. The final term in this sum is (s ~ ~ ), where s - 1 I> 1, j ~> 2 and ( s 7 ~ ) > 0. Also 
the number of terms with numerator s -1  is <k,. Then the (m+l ) -  
representation f N + 1 is the representation of N with (m}J- ~)  adjoined, if there 
exists an integer m(j  - 1) satisfying 1 <~rn(] - 1) ~<s - 1, or  otherwise with 
( j21) + (i-~2) + ' "  "+ (~,) adjoined. In the first case, Fm+I(N + 1) and Fm+1(N) 
differ by (~J_2 ~)) ~> 1 while in the second case they differ by (kl L~) = 1. 
If S = 1 and the terms ~7/~ ~ (0), all of which are zero, are dropped, the 
(m + 1)-representation of N is obtained (see the preceding example). The 
resulting final denominator is >--2 and the number of terms with numerator 1 is 
<k2. Then the (m + 1)-representation f N + 1 is obtained by adjoining a term 
1 = ({) with j>~ 1 to the representation of N,  whence Fm+1(N + 1)= Fm+I(N) + 
(j  1-. 1) = F,,,+.,(N) 4- 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. [] 
We remark that strict inequality can hold. In S(2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) one finds 
Fg(N + 1)= 241 and Fg(N) = 239. 
Lemma 2. 
' " i i l<s<- -n ,  
LFm+I(N)+I+N ifs=l. 
Proof. If 1 < s ~< n and K,, is therefore ven, we have 
(2/  / 
/=m j /...-.m j \m -- gkn/j=m-½k,,-1 j 
/½(r~_~+3)/n - 1 n - 1 - - - - 
n- -1  n -  Since our coefficients are unimodal [10; p. 1287], ( ] ) = (K,_,~_/) and the last 
sum here can be rewritten to obtain 
, '(n n l 
, ' 
If kn-1 is even, we expand n-  1 (½(Kn_,-1)) into an odd number of terms and repeat 
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the process. After n - s  iterations we arrive at 
<~> .__ Fm+l(Zn-s ,(-K~q~+3> <n--i>) -4- 
\i=1 j=½(rn_i+l+l) j 1>> 
i=1 j=Kn-i+l+l J 
where ks is odd. We now expand ( (K, -~ 1)/z) into the even number ks + 1 of terms 
s -1  s 1 
1> ,,/ 
s -1  s -1  
+ (½(Ks - l ) -½(ks - l ) -1> +. . .+  (½(Ks - 1) - ks> (6) 
and absorb the first half of these terms into the first double sum in (5) obtaining 
n--s _ ½(Ks+l~½(ks--1)< S 
Fro+l,((2 ½(K~+3)<n--i>) ÷ -I>)__Fm+I(N). 
"\i=I l=½(Kn-i+l+1) J j=½(Ks+l) j 
Absorbing the second half of the terms in (6) into the last sum in (5) (using 
( '7  ~) = ( ~_-~ _j)) changes that sum to N and the lemma is proved if 1 <s  <n.  If 
s = n, the argument is similar but shorter. 
If s = 1, (5) may be written 
<~> = Fm+I(N) .4. 1.4.N, 
since the (m + 1)-representation f N is just 
,,-s~ ½(_r~+3) (n - i>  
i=1 jf½(r._,+~+1) j 
) 
I o because the terms ~y=½(k,+1) (j) are all zero. This completes the proof of Lemma 
2. [] 
Now recall that (/),,,+t(N) denotes the first N elements of Sm+t and let F* be the 
antichain (dPm+l(N))t.J (Sin \F~m+I(N)). It follows from Lemma 2 that 
min(lP*[, IF*l)= ½ Is1-4- N. (7) 
We now develop lemmas which will allow us to prove that F* is an extremal set. 
5. Some corollaries of the generalized Macaulay theorem 
For l<~k~Kn, O~<a<(~) ,  and O<b<~(~) -a ,  re&(a+b)\r~k(a)might 
be called the penumbra of the consecutive b elements ~k(a + b) \  ~k(a) since it 
consists of the elements in the shadow of ~k(a + b) which are not also in the 
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shadow of Ok(a). The next lemma states that the first and last b elements of a 
given rank are the consecutive-b-element subsets of the rank with the largest and 
smallest penumbras. As before, we abbreviate IFq'k(a)l to Fka. 
Lemma 3. If I <~ k <~ Kn, O <~ a < ( ~ > and 0 < b <~ < ~ ) - a, then 
~b >I -Fk(a+b)-- ~a >I ~((nkl ) - ~((nkl-b). 
Moreover, if k~ = 1 and ab ~ O, the left inequality is strict. 
These inequalities were proved by Clements [2], but his induction proofs were 
unnecessarily tedious. Kleitman pointed out that the left inequality, which is 
referred to as the subadditivity of Fk('), is actually a corollary of the generalized 
Macaulay theorem [6, p. 246]. The strictness of this inequality, if kl = 1 and 
ab ~ 0 is established in [7, Lemma 2]. The fight inequality is also a corollary of 
the generalized Macaulay theorem: Let S '= S(1, 1, k,,, k , , _ l , . . . ,  kl) and let X, 
Y, and Z denote respectively the subsets of S~+~ obtained by preceding each 
vector of Sk+l by 00, preceding each of the first a + b vectors of Sk by Ol, and 
preceding each of the first (~) - b vectors of Sk by 10. The right inequality then 
follows from 
n 
[F(XU YU Z)[= Fk+1(k + 11+ ~(a + b) + ~( (k l -  b) 
I> +i k+l  + +a =~+i k+l  + k +~a. 
The inequality follows from the generalized Macaulay theorem (in S'); the first 
equality holds because the set of vectors in the shadow of Y with leading 
components 01 is isomorphic to the shadow of the first a + b vectors in Sk, while 
the vectors in the shadow of Y with leading components 00 are counted in 
[FX[ = ~ + l ( k ~- 1 ). The last inequality can be similarly explained. 
Lemma 4. If O <~ h <~ k <~ K~ and a <~ ( ~ ), ( ~ >, then 
(j) ~a  <~ ~a, and 
(ii) Fh(7,> -- Fh((7,> -- a) ~< ~(~) -- ~((~) -- a). 
Proof. It follows from the hypotheses and the unimodality of the coefficients 
(~>, (7>, . . . ,  (~,> ([5, Lemma 1] that a~<(~> for j=h ,  h+l , . . . , k ,  so we 
may assume k = h + 1. Let S' = S(1, kn, kn-1, • • •, kl). Then if F operates on S 
and F' on S', we have by Lemma 3 
(<n> ) <n> 
Fha = r~+1 h + 1 + a - r'h+1 h + 1 <~ r~+la = Fh+la. 
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For (ii) we have 
n n 
= F~'+l(h + 1) -  F~'+l((h + 1) -a )  
r n -F  _ I n+ 
= F~,+2(h + ~) F~,+2((h + ~) -a )  
n l )  a) 
F'h+l(h + + 
= F~( : )  - F~, ( ( : ) -a )= Fh(:) - Fh ( ( : )  -- a)-. 
The inequality follows from the properties of penumbras of consecutive-a- 
element subsets of S~,+1 (Lemma 3). The second equality holds because the last a 
elements of S~+2 are isomorphic to the last a elements of Sh+~ and the third 
equality holds for similar reasons. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. [] 
The ordinary-set version of the following lemma is due to Daykin. He proves it 
using his algorithm [11]. There is a multiset version of Daykin's algorithm [6], but 
our Lemmas 3 and 4 suffice. 
Lemma 5. If 1 <-h <k < - K~, O<-qk <- (7,) and O<-qn <~ ('h), then 
(i) rkqk--rk(qk-- (~,) +qh) >>" (n~a) --Fhqh if ( 7,)--qh <'qk, and 
(ii) rkqk >~ rh(qn +qk)-- Fhqh if ('~) --qn >-qk. 
Moreover, if kl = 1 and qhqk ~ O, the inequality in (ii)/s strict. 
Proof. For (i) we have 
Fkqk-- Fk(qk--(h)+ qh)~ Fk(k ) - Fk ( (k ) - ( : )+  qh) 
>" l"h(:)-- Fh((nh)--(:)+ qh), 
the inequalities following from the second inequalities 
respectively. For (ii) we have 
Fkqk ~> Fhqk ~> Fh(qh + qk) -- Fhqh, 
the inequalities following from the first inequalities 
respectively. [] 
in Lemmas 4 and 5 
in Lemmas 4 and 5 
6. F* is an extremal antiel~ain (if Kn is odd) 
We follow Daykin's argument [9] to show for any antichain F that 
• • F*  n n(lPl IFI) min(IP*l I- I) ½ Isl + N, (8) 
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thereby establishing (2) of Theorem 1. As before we may assume P U _F = S. Let 
D~= ~(q,), i=0 ,  1 , . . . ,  K~, where q~ = I~l and assume Dr. =~ since IFI is 
otherwise 1 and (8) is immediate. Next put Cr,=Sr,, and Ci=Si\FDi+I for i=0, 
1, . . . ,  K~ - 1. Finally put C = Co LI C~ O. -- OCr,, and D = Do O 191 U . . .  O Dr,,. 
Since _F is a down-set, E = F_F/+I and qi "-I~l i> IF-E+ll ~> I/'~,+,(q,÷l)l = 
]FD~+I[, the last inequality following from the generalized Macaulay theorem. 
Since D~+I is an initial segment of S~+1, FD~+~ is an initial segment of S~ and 
Di = ~i(qi) D FDi+I. It follows that 
Kn--1 KC~j1 
F '=DNC= U D, NC,= (Di\FD,+I) 
i=0  - i=0 
is an antichain. Evidently _F'= D, F '=  C and IF'I = ~n=oqi-" I_FI. Also Icr.I-- 
l=lFr.I and for O<-i<Kn we have ~=Si\F_Fi+I, I:,I-IS, I-IFF,+ll and 
therefore 
IP'I = Is, I -  IrD,+ll ~> IS, I -  I/'E+ll--IP, I, 
the inequality following from the generalized Macaulay theorem. Thus [F'[ I> IF[ 
and F '  is a canonical antichain satisfying min@l, IFI)- < min@'l, IF'l). (The 
numbers p~ = IF'l, i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  Kn, which are called the rank parameters of the 
antichain F', are not necessarily the same as the rank parameters Pi of F.) We 
henceforth write F in place of F'. 
Now let k and h - 1 be respectively the largest and smallest of the integers i 
with Pi 4= O. If k <<- m = ½(Kn - 1), lel -< ~m--o Is, I = ½ Isl and (8) fonows; similarly if 
h - 1 >~ m + 1, IF[ ~< ½ IS[ and (8) again follows. We henceforth assume h - 1 ~< 
m < k. Also, qh- ~ = (h ~- ~ ) since :" U _F could not be S otherwise. 
We now alter F again, either increasing h - 1 or decreasing k. If qk < (~,) -- qh 
we delete the elements of Fk--that is, the first qk elements of Sk--and adjoin the 
first qk elements of Sh\Dh. We also delete the elements of FOh(qh +qk) \  
FOh(qh) of which there are Fh(qh + qk) -  Fh(qh) and adjoin the Fk(qk) ele- 
ments of FOk(qk). The resulting set F '  is an antichain with k' = k - 1, IF'[ = [F[ 
and, in view of (ii) of Lemma 5, 
IP'I- IPl = --(rh(qh + qk) - Fh(qh)) + Fk(qk)~O. 
If kl = 1, the increase here is strictly greater than 0. 
If qk > (7 , ) - -qh  we alter F by deleting the last (~)--qh elements of Fk, 
adjoining the elements of Sa\D,,  deleting Sa_I\FDa=Fh_I and adjoining 
FDk\F~k(qk -- ('~) + qa). The resulting antichain has h' - 1 = h, satisfies [F'] = 
I_FI and, by (i) of Lemma 5, 
n 
: , l  - : l  -- - ( (h  _ + -> O. 
After k -  h repetitions of this procedure we have an antichain F '  with at most 
two non-zero parameters, P}-I and p~ which satisfies 
m~n(IPl, IFI) ~ min(IP'l, IF'l)- (9) 
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If F '  has but one non-zero parameter or ] ~< m or j - 1 > m, min(IP'l, IF'l) ~ ½ IsI, 
so we assume j=m+ 1 and P'+lp's~O. Thus I_F'l~<½1Sl+p'+l and IP'I~< 
½ ISI 4- p ' ,  so to show min(IP'l, IF'I) ~< ½ IsI 4" N, it suffices to show that p"  ~< N if 
p '+ l>N.  Since F '  is an antichain, F'~_Sm\FF'+I,  so by the generalized 
Macaulay theorem and Lemmas 1 and 2 we have 
p"  = [F'[ <<-(n I - Em+l(N + 1)~< Fm+l(N)+1 + N-  Fm+I(N)-1= N. 
Thus in view of (9) and (7), (8) holds and F* is an extremal antichain. 
7. Uniqueness of extremai sets for odd K. 
We have seen extremal antichains of the form Fm t.J Fm+l, where F,,, = Sm\ 
FF,,,+I and m = ½(K, - 1). Extremal antichains of this form need not be unique. 
Certainly if a choice for Fm+l gives an extremal antichain, then any admissible 
'companion' of Fro+l, that is a set obtained from the vectors of Fm+l by permuting 
coordinates, will also give an extremal antichain. For example, in S(1, 3, 3), 
F4= {013, 103, 112} serves and therefore {031,130, 121} serves. But not all 
extremal producing F4's in S(1, 3, 3) are companions: the sets ~4(3)= 
{013, 022, 031} and {022,031,130} also serve. (The only other extremal F4 is 
{022, 013,103}, a companion of {022, 031,130}.) 
In the case of ordinary sets, however, the only extremal antichains are of the 
form Fm+ 1U(S  m \/"Fro+l), where Fm+l is ¢ibm+l(N ) or a companion of Om+l(N). 
This is stated in Daykin's paper [7], but apparently without proof. It can be 
proved as follows. 
Lemma 6. I f  F is an extremal antichain of elements of S(kn, kn_l, . . . ,  kl), where 
each k, is 1, i.e., min(lPl, lel) ½ Isl 4" = (,, + 1), n >I 3 is odd, and k and h - 1 are 
respectively the largest and smallest of the integers i for which IF/I = pi ~ O, then 
k=m + 1, h -  1 =m, IFm+d = n-1 (m + 1) and IFFm+d = ("7,1). 
Proof. Since [_F[ <~ ½ IS[ ff k ~< m, k >~ m + 1. We show that k > m + 1 leads only 
to contradictions. 
If k were >m + 1, F could be altered by increasing h - 1 or decreasing k as we 
did in Section 6 to an extremal antichain F '  with k '= m + 1 or h ' -1  t> m + 1. 
But h ' -1  >I m + 1 implies IP'I ½ Isl, so k must be reduced to m + 1. We 
consider the stage at which k is reduced from m + 2 to m + 1, using F to denote 
the pre-reduction antichain, and F '  to denote the post-reduction antichain. Note 
that IF'l > IPl since the inequality (ii) of 1.emma 5 is strict. We put F into the 
canonical form I,.~i__+h2_.l Di\FDi+l, where Di= ~i(qi), q,= lEI and FDm+3 is 
understood to be the empty set. 
Case 1. h -  l =m 
F' -- ¢l~m+l(qm+2 4" qm+l) U (Sin \l~¢l~m+l(qm+2 4" qm+l)). If qm+l 4" qm+2 ~ (m + 1),n--1 
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then IF']<]~"l--½]S['-l-(~n)-l"m+l(qm+2-.Fqm+l) 
(m) ~½1s l+ - I'm÷l m+ 
n- -1  contradicting that F is an extremal antichain. Thus q,,,+l + qm+2 < (m + 1)" But this 
is also impossible in view of I l l  = Ig' l --  ½ Isl + qm+2 + qm+l < ½ ISl + N, SO case 1 
cannot occur. 
Case2. h -  l < m 
After reducing k from m + 2 to m + 1, the parameter P~+I of the altered 
>(m + 1), then increasing h'  - 1, antichain F '  is the original qm+l- If qm+l were n-1 
several times ff necessary, leads to an antichain F" with h" - 1 = m and 
IPl < IP"l ~< ½ Isl + - Fm+l n = ½ IsI + 
m-t -  m- t -  ' 
n- -1  which contradicts that F is an extremal antichain; qm+l< (re+l) is similarly 
impossible since 1~"1=½ Isl + qm÷l. Thus F '  is an extremal antichain with 
r n - -1  k' =m + 1, h ' -  l <<-m andpm+l= (re+l). 
Case 2a. h' - 1 < m 
n- -1  This is impossible since I_F'] < ½ [S[ + (m+ 1) would follow. 
Case 2b. h' - 1 = m 
Then h = m and because k was reduced qm+2 <~ (,~) - qm" 
I f  qm+2 "< (n)  __ qm, the antichain F" that results from adjoining Sm\ CI~m(qm +
q~+2)*~ to F' satis~es IP"l > IPl and I_F"l > I_FI, contradicting that F is an 
extremal antichain, so we may assume qm.+2 -" (n)  __ qm" Then 
I_el- IPl = qm -t- qm+l  q- qm+2 -- m + 1 
+ ( (n )_  I',,,+l(qm+l))+ ( (m n_ 1) -  I'm(qm))]" 
n--! n--1 Since qm+t = (m + 1), (,7,) - l"m+l(qm+O =(m + 1) and the preceding equation becomes 
n n 
l'l = qm + qm+2-- [ (m + l)  m.2 qm+2' +(m 1)-- ] 
n 
= -(m _ X) + ,' + 
(n) (n) 
-- q - i 'm(qm+2) - l - i 'm(qm)> -'~ + I '  m =0,  m--1 m-1  
the inequalities following from Lemmas 3 and 4. Hence I_FI > IPl. Since I~'l > I:l 
and I_F'l = I_FI, the contradiction min(IPl, I_FI) < min(IP'l, I_F'l) follows. 
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Thus if F is an extremal antichain h - 1 ~< k = m + 1. If h - 1 = m + 1, F c Sm+l 
and IPl ~< ½ IsI, so h - 1< m + 1. 
If h -  1 < m, the complement of F would be an extremal antichain with 
k = n - (h - 1) > n - m = m + 1, contradicting what we have just proved. Thus 
h - 1-must be m. 
n- -1  n - -1  Also, if Pm+l < (m+ 1), [_El < ½ Is[ + (m+ 1) follows. It is similarly impossible that 
(m + 1) since it would follow from F being an antichain that Pm+l > n- -1  
n-1)-- (m + pm<~(~)--[l-YI~m+l(Pm+l)[<(n)--l"m+l(m+ l n--11). 
The first inequality here follows from the Kruskal-Katona theorem [15, 14]. But 
n- -1  then we would have the contradiction IPl ~< ½ IsI +pro < ½ IsI + (m + 1)- ThUS 
pm+l = (n+~). 
Since h - 1 = m, 
Then by the Kruskal-Katona theorem, 
(o_1) (m )Is[ + = [Pl ~ ½ Isl + - I rFm+d m+ 
= ½ Isl + m+ 
so ]FFm+ll = (~m 1). This completes the proof of Lemma 6. [] 
It only remains to show that the only N = (~.~)-element subset of Sm+l with 
an (rim 1)-element shadow is ~m+l(N) or one of its companions; that is, there is a 
fixed integer i, 1 <<. i <<- n, ~uch that xi = 0 for all x in Fm+l. In terms of sets, this 
means that Fm+l is all (m + 1)-subsets of M\{d)  for some fixed d in M. For n = 3 
this can be checked directly, so we henceforth assume n I> 5. 
Each of the n-1 (m +1) vectors in Fm+l has m zero coordinates, so some single 
coordinate must be zero at least ,,-1 m( n+l)/n>(,~-~) times. It is no loss of 
generality to assume that this single coordinate is the nth coordinate and that 
F,,,+I therefore has el > (,~-~) vectors in the upper half of the S array. To show 
n- -1  that all vectors of F,,,+I have nth coordinate zero, we let e2 = (m + 1) -- el denote 
the number of vectors in Fm+l in the lower half of S, i.e., having nth coordinate 
1, and show that e2 > 0 is impossible. Applying the Karuskal-Katona theorem to 
the elements of F,,,+I in the upper half of S and then the lower half of S gives 
m + --/"m+l +/'m+lel = Free2 + Fm+lel. 
m+l  
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n-2 If (a~,.)) + (a~m--lt)) + . . .  + (a?)) is the m-representation f el - (m + 1) < (~+~) - 
n--2 (m+l )=(n~2) , thena(m)<n 2and n-2 - -  (m + 1) + (a(m )) + ' ' "  + (.~t)) is the (m + 1)- 
representation of el. The preceding inequality then becomes 
( ( -21)  (a(m)) (a(tt))) rlFm+ll>~rme2+rm+l n + +...+ 
m+ 
-'Fme2~-(rim 2) -~- Fm(e 1- (~.~_-21)) 
-1  n -2  n - l )  =r=eE+r=((n-2)-((2+x)-ex))-(m-1)+(= m 
---[Fme2.~_ Fm((l~ 2)_e2)  - Fm(ll m 2)]__[__ (n :  1). 
n-1 n-2 But  e2< (m+l )  - -- (rim2) SO (m-2) Fme2 + Fm((nm 2) e2)> Fm(nm 2) by Lemma 3 
and we have the contradiction (" m 1) = [r,Fm + 1[ > (n m 1). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. [] 
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